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This invention relates to a new injector Afor projecting 
solid particles. More particularly, >this invention Apertains 
to one or more s-uch injectors within an impact pulverizer 
or the like to reduce, for example, such solid particles in 
size. 

The use of prulverizers to reduce the size of Asolid‘par 
ticles by attrition has become increasingly important. 
Thus, in the >power-producing‘field using coal for fuel, 
impact ,pulverizers of`various >kinds are employed to re 
duce the coal particles vtoa ’n‘neness capable of being gas 
borne to the `place of '.use. .Motive `lluid for such pul 
verizers is usually compressed air or stream which may 
be introduced into the pulverizers, -with solid ¿particlesof 
a material to be reduced, ̀ through various kinds of jets. 
A number ‘of problems have attended jet operations in 
such ‘_pulverizers. “For example, many of the‘jets have 
been 'worn unduly ‘and many, moreover, wear -eccentri 
cally. The consequence‘has been, in many cases, short 
ened 'periods of ̀ operation andlrelatively high repair or 
replacement costs. Further, there has been a tendency 
for someA jets 'to consume excessive power in attempting 
.too abrupt acceleration of the `solid particles passing 
through the jets. 'Still further, many jets, particularly 
those using steam as a motive‘fluid, have >had a tendency 
to‘become caked with solid‘particles. In »other cases, 
‘problems havearisen‘in connection with the lack of uni 
”:tormity‘of the pattern ̀ of the »solid particles being pro 
jected through" the jet and/ or at times a tendency for the 
particles to have'other than a relatively straight course in 
the jetwhile ̀ being so projected. Thereby, the'incidence 
of undue turbulence and of less effective impact with solid 
>particles projected" by another jet in the same pulverizer, 
"tended to'increase wear andreduce the etliciency of the 
grinding operation to an unwarranted and undesired ex 
tent. 

>In the present invention, an injector has been provided 
for ‘employmentV in impact pulverizers or the like which 
overcomes 'the foregoing-diñiculties. Thus,` in my new 
injector, amen/#construction and functioning maintain a 
relatively uniform pattern of solid particles with provision 
'forkeeping the abrasion ofthe injector by those‘particles 
to a minimum. Thus, any tendency of the solid particles 
Yto ̀ hug"theïinside`parts.of the injector'is‘reduced. Also, 
"heavier‘par-ticl‘es tendV to be >directed toward the axis of 
AAthe = pattern ‘and I injector. 
fticles is directedfalong a course which will provide appro 
»priate `alignment -with thecolliding courses-of-particles 

Further, the path ofthe par 

from other such'new> injectors used therewith. More 
Iover,1provision is made in my new construction for a 
`morelgraudal acceleration of the solid particles to the 
desired impact speedwith increased eñiciency.- In addi 
tion, segregation of the respective solid particles is rela 

`"ïtively'»well-’maintained against tendencies-of the larger 
»particles- inithestream.goingthrough the injector `to sta 
>itically ¿attract -smaller particles. ’Still further, provision 
l ismadeßwhichtinhibits any tendency of the solid particles 
`to caketiff’steamjfor example, is used as a motiveffñuid. 

7 `The new 4injectoris highly .liexible in its capacity to handle 
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diiîerent rate quantities of solid material Iundergoing re 
duction and, withal, is capable of'being so sturdily »and 
relatively simply lconstructed that with its longer‘lifgthe 
cost andl operation expense >incurred in connection «with 
the ̀ new injectors are reduced relatively markedly. 

‘Other objects and advantages of `this invention will 
be apparent Vfrom‘the-following description and from lthe 
drawings, lwhich are illustrative only,'in which: 

iFigure l is a~view of a lower part of-an impact‘pulver 
izer 'having a pairA of one embodiment of my new injector 
therein in aligned directly opposed relation; 

Figure 2 is a view in vertical section-through the axis 
ofthe >embodirnent‘of a new injector shown on the ?left 
hand‘side of Figure l; 

*Figure 3 is an end view of the embodiment showniin 
Figure 2 ̀ taken in the `direction of theïlines III-._-III in 
Figure l; and 

Figure-4 ‘is a modiiied embodiment of my new injector 
employing -a jet Ánozzle. 

‘Referring to "Figure ll o‘f the drawings, an impact fpul 
ver'izer l10 may in its-lower part incorporate a pair of my 
new injectors 1-1'in aligned opposed relation and ̀ respec 
tively within a housing‘lZ. The innerrends 13 vof„hous 
ings 'IZ-mayopen into an impact chamber 14 which'may 
extend upwardly to a classiñcation and recirculation part 
of pulverizer 10 which need not be illustrated .for :the 
purposes of this description. In such classiiication and 
~recirculation, -particles not reduced tosu?l‘lcient íineness 
in the spacell-S, as a result of the attrition of the particles 
upon one another ̀ caused by theircolliding when >dis 
charged from injectors ‘11, may be recirculated to in 
jectorsllll through downcomer pipes 16. Inaddition, .the 
downcomer ̀ pipes 16 may fbewutilized, `in `the apparatus 
shown, for acontinuous fresh-feed o_f s_olidparticles with 
any such recirculated solid particles as described. zPar 
lticles ,rising upwardly :from lspace 15 y inimpact chamber 
'14 whichtare-'of suñicient lineness‘are -carried awayby a 
motive vfluideither'to afurther classification station ior 
>to a rplace of use _or storage, as-may beïdesired. `Impact 
chambermay ̀be closed by ayplate 14a at its lower end and 
‘be provided therein with a wear resistant member .14b. 
An velbow pipe ̀ 17 may be used to connect downcomers 
1'6 respectively with the-entranceortconduitends ,18 Aof 
Ynewinjectors 11. :In the apparatus illustrated, the feed 
to `injectors ‘.11 in the form of fresh solid particles „or 
<in‘ the form‘of'fresh solid particles and recirculated ,solid 
particles, may beso fedfby. gravity or in the presenceof 
>a 4stream‘ofair or steam moving down downcomers _16 
with such particles. Under equilibrium operating con 
ditions, it may rnormally ̀ be expected that a portion _of 
`the motive fluid initially entering the pulverizer A1.0 through 
pipes 46 and injectors 11 will be recirculated through the 
downcomers .16 with the solid particles passing there 
through,ftl1e balance of such motive fluid passing out 
of apparatus 10 with the sufficiently finely divided solid 
vparticles entrained therein. 

vAlthough a pair of my new injectors §11 are shown Ain 
the embodiment of Figure 1, such new injectorsmay _be 
utilized in any number lgreater lthan one where the par 
‘ticles 4are to be reduced in size by the collision of ,such 

The axes yof such a plurality 
ofl new injectors would generally meet or intersect at the 
center of animpact space like space 15. I_naddition, 
provision. may be made for the longitudinaladjustment 
v.of injectors 11 in housings f12 to vary the distance be 
tween the vrespective discharge ends 19 to injectors 11 
for-.optimumfoperation in accordance with factors such 
as, for example, `the quantity, the average size and the 
speciñcgravity of the solid particles, and, the pressure of 
`themotive iluid available, as will be understood by those 
skilled inthe impact pulverizer art. In the latter ycase 
„of such longitudinal adjustment, the elbows 17 respec 
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tively adjacent ends 18 may each be provided with an 
expansion and contraction sleeve to accommodate any 
such axial adjustment. 
An embodiment of my new injector is shown in more 

detail in Figure 2 and may comprise a casing 20 at the 
inlet end 18, which casing may be provided with a flange 
2_1V _for connection to an adjacent flange on elbow 17. 
Within casing 20 a frustum member 22 is aflìxed as by 
a press-fit engagement between surface 23 of casing 2t) 
and surfaces 24 and 25 of nienìber22. Member 22 is 
hollow so as to provide a central axial passage 26 there~ 
through in the form of a conical conduit tapering rela= 
tively gradually from the interior of the adjacent end of 
pipe 17 toward an apex on axis 27 in the direction of 
discharge end 19 o_f the injector. A discoidal flange 28 
is an integral part, in the embodiment shown, of the inner 
end of member 22 and is provided with surface 25 there 
around. A cylindrical flange 29 of vreduced diameter 
relative to the diameter of surface 25 is also provided in 
the embodiment shown and made integral with flange 28 
and member 22. An injector barrel 30 in the form of 
a right cylinder is provided with a bore 31 and a slightly 
larger counterbore 32, which counterbore fits over flange 
29 to which it is held by set screws 33. A hollow boss 
34 is welded to the exterior of barrel 30 around its cardi 
nal compass points and provides a hole of sufficient depth 
through boss 34 and barrel 30 so that when drilled and 
tapped for set screws 33, such set screws will firmly secure 
barrel 30 to casing 20 and member 22. Whenever the 
set screws 33 ̀ are loosened, the barrel 30 can be removed 
in case it may be desired to affix a barrel of different 
dimensions or to replace a liner 35. Liner 35 may be 
press-fitted into barrel 30 and made of a material which 
is highly resistant to any abrading by solid particles. 
Thus, liner 35 may be made out of tungsten carbide or 
other hard material in place of the relatively soft steel 
out of which the balance of the new injector may be 
constructed. 
Between the flanges on which the cylindrical surfaces 

24 and 25 are provided, the wall 36 is spaced radially 
inwardly from casing 20 and its surface 23 a suflicient 
distance to provide a manifold chamber 37 which is an 
nular and supplied with a motive fluid through a pipe tap 
38 welded around an opening 39 leading to the interior 
of chamber 37. An outlet from chamber 37 is provided 
in the form of inclined apertures 40 extending through 
flange 28 and circumferentially spaced and arranged 
around axis 27 and the discharge end of throat 26. Each 
aperture 40 has an axis along an element 41, in the em 
bodiment shown, of a generally hollow cone having its 
apex at 42 on axis 27 within barrel 30 and adjacent the 
discharge end 19 thereof. Apertures 40 may have a 
straight portion 43 adjacent manifold chamber 37 and a 
flared portion 44 adjacent bore 45 within the interior of 
liner 35 and flange 29. The radially outermost longi 
tudinal element of the flaring portions 44, which are 
conical in the embodiment shown, is generally parallel 
to axis 27. 

In operation, motive fluid in the form, for example, of 
compressed air or steam under pressure, may be supplied 
through a pipe 46, tap 38 and opening 39 to chamber 37, 
whence the motive fluid will jet into bore 45 in the gen 
eral conical arrangement of elements 41 yet with suf 
fìcient diffusion under the effect of the flaring portions 
44 to entrain solid particles passing through passage 26 
in the direction of the arrows therein and project such 
solid particles out through the discharge ends 19 of the 
respective injectors 11 into a collision with each other 
as shown by the impact arrows in the vicinity of the 
numeral 15 in the impact space in chamber 14 (Figure 
l). It appears that the new construction not only main 
tains a more uniform pattern, normal to axis 27, of the 
solid particles being thus projected but inhibits the 
abrasion of liner 35 by such particles and yields a longer 
operating life. Moreover. the reduction _in area in passage 
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26 and the correspondence between the area of passage 
26 and bore 45 is such with the introduction of motive 
fluid through the apertures 40, an eflîcient and favorable 
acceleration characteristic is imparted to the solid parti 
cles relative to that of prior devices. Still further, the 
path of the solid particles in injectors 11 is held in a 
relatively straight course through the new injectors with 
possibly some tendency for heavier particles or a some 
what greater concentration of solid particles to work 
toward the center of the particle pattern in the stream 
passing along axis 27. The inlet end of passage 26 is 
unobstructed, in the embodiment shown, with a reduction 
in any tendency of the material to cake even when a 
motive fluid like steam may be used. The jetting of 
motive fluid through the circumferentially arranged and 
spaced apertures 40 appears to maintain a separation of 
particles so smaller particles in the entrained solid ma 
terial seem to have less tendency to be attracted to or 
agglomerate with larger particles. Another new feature 
of my injector is its flexibility in that the variation in 
quantities of solid particles and size of particles that can 
be processed through my new injectors in practical oper 
ations appear to be more extensive than in prior devices. 

In the modified embodiment of this invention shown 
in Figure 4, the parts thereof corresponding generally 
in construction and functioning are similarly numbered 
with the addition thereto of a prime factor. In the Figure 
4 structure, the lower part of elbow 17’ may be con 
structed, as shown, to include therein a throat passage 
26’ provided by the tapering of walls 36' in the direction 
of bore 45’. A boss 47 on the outside of the bend ot 
elbow 17’ may be drilled and tapped for the insertion 
of a jet nozzle 48 having an orifice 49 to project a mo 
tive fluid like steam or compressed air into the interior 
of elbow 17’ generally toward the discharge end of pas 
sage 26’. A pipe 50 may also be screwed into the drilled 
and tapped portion of boss 47 to conduct motive fluid to 
the entrance end of nozzle 48 in the manner that motive 
fluid is conducted through pipe 46’. Between cylindrical 
surfaces 24' and 25’ on elbow 17’, an annular recess 37' 
may be provided to constitute a manifold to supply 
such motive fluid to the circumferentially arranged and 
spaced apertures 40’. A cylindrical ring 51 may span the 
distance between the sides of recess 37’ and make tight 
contact with the surfaces 24’ and 25’ by being welded 
thereto around the respective edges of ring 51 to complete 
a new injector of this invention as a part, in this embodi 
ment, of elbow 17'. Ring 51 may be drilled and tapped 
at 52 to engage and hold the adjoining end of pipe 46’. 
In the operation of a modified injector embodiment such 
as that shown in Figure 4, the stream of motive fluid is 
suing from orifice 49, as illustratively indicated in Figure 
4, will at least tend to be deflected by the flow of solid 
particles and motive fluid descending through downcomcr 
16’ and the upper part of elbow 17’. Hence, `at the dis 
charge end of throat 26', the jet issuing from orifice 49 
will approach parallellism with the axis 27' which is 
coincident with the axis of bore 45’. In addition, jet 48 
does not obstruct passage 26’ or the interior of elbow 17' 
and, moreover, may serve to hinder any tendency of 
heavier solid particles to settle toward or on the lower 
interior surface of elbow 17' as it bends toward the hori 
zontal axis 27’ thereof. Still further, the presence of jet 
48 may be used to insure desired acceleration of solid 
particles through the modified injector 11’. 

Various changes and modifications may be made in 
my new construction without departing from the spirit 
of this invention or the scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In an attrition impact pulverizer injector for pro 

jecting solid material, in combination, a member having 
a passage with inwardly inclined sides, means for feeding 
solid particles to the larger end of said passage, a relative 
ly short barrel in axial alignment with said passage and 
having a diameter larger than the smaller end of said 
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passage, and a plurality of apertures positioned in spaced 
circumferential relation around said member and dis 
charging into said barrel, means for supplying a motive 
tluid to the entry end of said apertures, the `axes of said 
circumferential apertures intersecting the axis of said 
barrel in a direction toward the discharge end thereof. 

2, In an injector for an impact pulverizer, in com 
bination, a conical conduit, means for supplying solid 
particles to the larger end of said conduit, a barrel con 
nected to the other end of said `conduit in axial align 
ment therewith, a plurality of apertures positioned cir 
cumferentially and outwardly relative the opening of said 
conduit into said barrel, the axes of said circumferential 
apertures intersecting the axis of said barrel adjacent the 
end thereof away from said conduit, said apertures fur 
ther having portions flaring towards said barrel, and 
means for supplying a motive fluid through said circum 
ferentia1 jets. 

3. In an injector for an impact pulverizer, in com~ 
bination, a gradually tapering conduit having a larger in 
let end and a smaller outlet end, means for circulating 
solid particles to said inlet end of said conduit, a cylin 
drical barrel having an internal diameter somewhat 
greater than said outlet end of said conduit, said cylin 
drical barrel further being in axial alignment with said 
conduit `and secured thereto at the outlet end thereof, a 
plurality of apertured jets positioned circumferentially 
around said conduit and discharging into said barrel, the 
axes of said jets lying in a cone having its apex on the 
axis of said barrel adjacent the end thereof away from said 
conduit, the outer ends of said jets further being ñared 
toward said barrel and the elements in said flaring ends 
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nearest to tangency with said barrel being generally paral 
lel to the axis of said injector. 

4. In an injector for an opposed jet impact pulverizer 
or the like, in combination, a member having a tapered 
passage, means for providing a stream of solid particles 
and motive fluid to one end of said passage, a relatively 
short barrel connected to the other end of said passage in 
axial alignment therewith and having a diameter larger 
than the diameter of said other end of said passage, a 
plurality of apertures positioned circumferentially around 
said passage and discharging into said barrel, the apex 
of the axes of said apertures being generally along the 
axis of said barrel adjacent but within the discharge end 
thereof, said apertures being in generally conical arrange 
ment around said member opening into said barrel, 
and means for supplying a further stream of motive fluid 
to said apertures for discharge there through to accelerate 
said solid particles. 
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